Better Future in **Engineering**!

Another boost to the **engineering sector**! Tunku Abdul Rahman College (TARC) is heading towards new heights in education, engineering and project management. In conjunction with the set up of the college's new research centre called **Advanced Engineering Research Centre**, TARC has signed a **Memorandum of Understanding (MoU)** with **IME Trading Sdn Bhd** on **10th November 2009**. The new research collaboration between the two parties provides advantages for staff and students of the college in terms of working in an industrial environment. The **MoU** signing signifies a move of the college from merely an institute of higher learning to **research partnerships** through industrial links and ultimately to contribute to **engineering education**. Looks like the new partnership between **Tunku Abdul Rahman College** and **IME Trading Sdn Bhd** is a new step towards a better future, especially for the staff and students in Engineering. **Industrial environment** is now an easier process for students. Looks like engineering is the way to go!